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Jay Jamrog 
Futurists and  
Co-Founder 

 
 

 

IMPERATIVES FOR TALENT DEVELOPMENT  
IN VUCA WORKPLACE 

8:30 a.m. Keynote 
 

 

Strategic Opportunity: 
We are living in an age of acceleration where the pace of change is doubling every year.  As 
a result, all of our accepted truths about talent development are being challenged.  This 
session will discuss the need for a culture of learning and the four steps for building a culture 
of learning: organization, learner, manager, and leader. 

 

 

About Jay: 
Jay is a futurist and has devoted the past 25 years to identifying and analyzing the major issues 
and trends affecting the management of people in organizations. Currently, Jay and the i4cp 
research team follow demographic, social, economic, technological, political, legal and 
management trends across 20+ broad human capital topics. 
Over the years, he has helped some of the most innovative organizations gain a deeper 
understanding of the world's changing business environment and has helped them think 
strategically about today's actions and tomorrow's plans. Jay has confidential access to some of 
the most progressive organizations, and he's currently an active advisor to more than a dozen 
leading corporations. In addition, Jay conducts dozens of seminars annually for major 
corporations on subjects related to the changing nature of the workplace and workforce. 
Jay has had articles published in several major business magazines and is frequently quoted in 
business publications and newspapers. 
Prior to i4cp, Jay was Executive Director of the Human Resources Institute (HRI) for 25 years 
and distinguished lecturer at The University of Tampa. He has also held numerous management 
positions, including vice president of purchasing for a large import/export wholesaler. Jay has an 
MBA, and taught labor relations in the School of Management at the University of Massachusetts.   

http://www.i4cp.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=881
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Innovative Talent Development: What’s needed to support Trends in WisConomy  
Keynote & CLO/CTO Roundtable Discussion 

9:00 a.m. 

     
Alison Cowan 

Director of  
Global OD 

 

Luther Willems 
HR, Sr. Director 

 

Mary Sue Handel 
Managing Director, 

Talent Solutions  

 

John Pandl 
Executive Director 
Org Development 

 

Stephanie Kerr 
Director, Org 
Effectiveness 

 

Strategic Opportunity: 

Only 29% of organizations are highly effective at 
innovation, according to recent research by i4cp and 
ATD, and in the age of disruption, that puts many 
companies at risk of obsolesce. Talent development 
functions play a critical role in encouraging and fostering 
innovation throughout the organization and culture, and 
in turn are innovating new ways to help employees learn 
and deliver knowledge faster and more effectively than 
ever before. This panel will discuss innovative talent 
development strategies that work.   

 

 

What we will explore together:  
To help guide this panel discussion, here are a few questions we will try to explore: 

• What actions are you taking to retain and develop talent? 

• How do companies leverage successful programs in the Milwaukee area across global 
locations?  

• How do you source & attract talent into hard to fill Trades and technical jobs in 
Milwaukee? 

• How are you collaborating to attract talent to your organization and industry? 
  

http://www.i4cp.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alisonjcowan/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lutherwillems/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=422
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=460
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=908
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Lynn Cowart 

COO 

Targeting Your Retention Strategy: Leveraging Learning 
12:30 p.m. 

 

  
 

Strategic Opportunity: 
Many firms today are determining which positions have the greatest impact on their market 
performance.  Surprisingly, some of these jobs are not at the top, and a few aren’t even filled by 
employees.  However, each case requires very different retentions strategies.  Organizations 
that compete successfully in the brutal war for valuable talent have something in common… 
They recognize the benefit of investing in the talent they have internally, rather than venturing 
out externally to find it. They are rigorous about how they evaluate their positions, the people 
who fill those positions, and most importantly, the strategies they use to retain those who 
occupy these positions.   

What we will explore together:  
Based on the white paper published in the Fall of 2017, Lynn’s discussion will outline the 
solution around the importance of disproportionate investments in key players in what they call 
‘leverage roles’ to give organizations the competitive advantage that is required for not only 
growth, but overall sustainability. 

Lessons Learned: 
It is ultimately important to ‘meet our clients where they are’, and implement an approach, 
although comprehensive in nature, requires us to jump in where the organization is experiencing 
the gaps.  This requires an in-depth understanding of the organization’s strategy, current 
operating procedures, and culture around succession planning and career development 
practices. 
  

http://www.i4cp.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=855
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Suzanne Sherry 

VP of  
Talent Management  

 

Rexnord’s Talent Management Journey: 
How Conversations & Learning are Improving Engagement 

12:55 p.m. 
 

  
 

Strategic Opportunity: 
Capturing hearts and minds…. 

"The two words information and communication are often used interchangeably, but they signify 
quite different things. Information is giving out; communication is getting through." 

 - Sydney Harris 

Engagement is one of the hottest business topics today. The convergence of globalization, 
technology, and speed of change- have more CEOs and business executives striving to create 
a high-performance work environment.  There is no “magic bullet” or “secret sauce” when it 
comes to employee engagement.  Engaged employees are committed- committed to their work, 
their team, the organization.   

Lessons Learned: 
An employee’s manager has the most influence on an employee’s level of commitment/ 
engagement.  Developing and nurturing the employee/manager relationship leads to stronger 
connections and higher engagement.  Regular conversations, letting the team solve problems, 
guiding and encouraging development and connecting employee’s work to the larger team or 
organizational strategy results in higher engagement at the local levels within an organization. 

The talent continuum- from planning through succession is built around development.  Build or 
by the talent?  Either way, development ensures success.  On a quarterly basis- bringing 
leadership teams together to discuss different aspects of talent management- drives a 
development culture and increases engagement. 

 

  

http://www.i4cp.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=520
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Shahid Najmi 
Director, Learning 

& Development 

The LEGO Model–Ecosystem:  
Skill-based Learning & Micro-credentials Ecosystem Development 

1:20 p.m. 
 

    

 

Strategic Opportunity: 
In today’s world of speeding ideas, concepts, jargons, ever-changing technology landscape and 
a much slower execution, it is easy to feel intimidated or left out. If we as L&D professionals still 
have a linear way of addressing knowledge and skill problems, I see us getting obsolete even 
faster. 

How do we focus on what your people and organization need in terms of skill gaps both short 
and long term and create something simple and sustainable? 

Learning Solution: 
Solving problem does not have to be tough or need to have all the latest expensive technologies 
in the mix. How do we stop thinking about the solution and first see if we are after the right 
problem?  

Having worked on some real creative innovative technologies and outputs, I came across a 
problem that was so basic and serious that made me go back to basics to come up with a multi-
faceted solution. 

Lessons Learned: 
Moving away from traditional learning development framework and moving into more 
sustainable ecosystem of knowledge is the way to go. Of course, your situation will be different, 
but you should be able to pick up a thing or two and apply into your world. It should solve many 
problems over time, if done right.   

http://www.i4cp.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=915
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Teri Hart 

Director,  
Learning Strategy 

Enabling Continuous Learning (ideation) 
1:45 p.m. 

 

  
 

Strategic Opportunity: 
We are on the cusp of what is probably the biggest disruption to talent since the industrial 
revolution. Growing complexity in our work and technologies, like AI, will likely disrupt 
conventional thinking about things as mundane as a job description. At the same time, our 
capacity for learning as humans is reaching new heights. As learning professionals, how do we 
adapt to the shifting paradigm – and how do we harness the advancing technologies to support 
adaptation and maintain our relevancy? 

Learning Solution: 
In this session, we will prime our thinking by discussing some trends. Then, we will ideate on 
how we can leverage technology and benefit from what we are learning about how people learn. 

Lessons Learned: 
We will walk away with ideas for shifting and/or improving our learning strategies as well as 
some inspiration to shift our thinking toward the future.  

http://www.i4cp.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=790
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Shweta Srivastava 
Director, Employability 

Development 
Partnerships 

 
Jay Jamrog 
Futurists and  
Co-Founder 

Future of Learning is Here!  
10:30 am Learning Circle 

 
 

 
  

Strategic Opportunity: 
The world of work faces an enormous transition. By 2030, according to a recent McKinsey 
Global Institute report, Jobs lost, jobs gained: Workforce transitions in a time of automation, as 
many as 375 million workers—or roughly 14 percent of the global workforce—may need to 
switch occupational categories as digitization, automation, and advances in artificial intelligence 
disrupt the world of work. The kinds of skills companies require will shift, with profound 
implications for the career paths individuals will need to pursue. 

How big is that challenge? How will jobs change and what kind of future skills will they need? 
What kind of talent will they require over the next five to ten years ?  

A large majority of executives believe retraining and reskilling must be at least half the answer 
to addressing their skill gaps , while the remaining believe the answer lies in shifting our hiring 
practices , hiring sources and hiring criteria.  

The common driver being - Managing this transition well,  is not just a social good; it’s a 
competitive imperative. 

What we will explore together:  
Through a bunch of interactive activities and mini case studies, we will together explore, reflect 
and share examples related to: 

• How technology is changing the skills requirement within my company 

• What are the new models of learning and partnerships with the learning providers  

• Role of HR and learning professionals in helping employees develop the skills for the 
rapidly changing economy  

• Opportunities to help mid-career employees learn new skills for new jobs 
 
  

http://www.i4cp.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=811
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=881
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-organizations-and-work/what-the-future-of-work-will-mean-for-jobs-skills-and-wages
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Brian Watkins 
National Director  

of L&D 

 
Sheila Milton 
Director of Talent 

Management 

The Business of Learning:  
High Potential Pipeline Framework  

10:30 am 
  

 
Oct 2011 HBR cover   

Strategic Opportunity: 
High potential employees are critical to long-term organizational success: identifying them, 
preparing them, and keeping them. Studies have shown that high potentials are up to twice as 
valuable to an organization as non-high potentials. Yet only 1 in 3 organizations use hard data 
to identify and track high potentials.  
This session will explore some of the challenges and opportunities in creating a high potential 
pipeline framework through group discussion and the real-life experience of CUNA. 

What we will explore together:  
To help guide this panel discussion, here are a few questions we will try to explore: 

• During How does your organization define “high potential” and why does it matter? 

• What data is used to identify and track high potential program participants? 

• How does the company communicate with high potentials? 

• What does your framework need to include to ensure high potentials succeed and stay 
with the organization? 

  

http://www.i4cp.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=656
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=896
https://hbr.org/2011/10/how-to-hang-on-to-your-high-potentials
https://hbr.org/2011/10/how-to-hang-on-to-your-high-potentials
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Dustin Johnson 

Chief Learning 
Architect  

 
Jill Hinrichs 

Talent Development 
Manager 

How to Leverage Experiential Learning & 
Neuroscience to Create a Coaching Culture  

10:30 am  
 

 

  

Strategic Opportunity: 
As coaching continues to demonstrate increasing value in the workplace, there is an opportunity 
for L&D professionals to integrate these benefits into their organizations by empowering and 
encouraging leadership at all levels to buy into coaching as an attitude and as a habit. For this 
to happen, L&D needs to clearly define and explain the benefits and best practices of coaching 
in a way that leaders understand, appreciate, and leave with the motivation and efficacy to put 
these concepts into practice. 

What we will explore together:  
Through a bunch of interactive activities and mini case studies, we will together explore, reflect 
and share examples related to: 

• How does the industry/your organization define coaching? 

• How does the industry/your organization train coaching? 

• Why does the industry/your organization train coaching? 

• What do you think is the most overlooked aspect of coaching? 

• How can we best motivate people to change if they don’t understand their own 
incompetence? 

• What are the best motivators for leaders to buy into coaching? 

Lessons Learned: 
This session will briefly examine the importance of coaching in business. It will look at the three 
key, often-over-looked ingredients that go into good coaching. Lastly, it will illustrate some of the 
best methods of using neuroscience and experiential learnings to first train leaders to be 
motivated to want to change before brining best practices into the conversation, and how to 
make that motivation and behavior change stick over time. 

  

http://www.i4cp.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=911
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jillhinrichs/
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Vanja Gavrilovic 

Director,  
Talent and OD  

 
Leah O’Riordan 

HR Director 

Creating Internship Opportunities  
@ Life Fitness  

10:30 am 
 

  
 
 
 

 
 

Strategic Opportunity: 
A battle is on for software / digital talent. LifeFitness has been investigating how to attract and 
retain promising early career talent for its work on the "Internet of Things." We looked for fresh 
approaches to internships, co-op programs, apprenticeships, and more. 

What we will explore together:  
The company has produced a tentative roadmap that includes a "Software / Digital Early Career 
Development" program. Hear about LifeFitness's research, conclusions, and plans & collaborate 
with colleagues to discover how their findings might (or might not) apply to your talent 
challenges. 

 

  

http://www.i4cp.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=849
https://www.linkedin.com/in/leah-o-riordan-29493426/
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Stephanie Kerr 

Director, Organization 
Effectiveness 

 Accelerating New Manager Development: 
Live Case Study 

2:30 p.m. 
 
 

  

 

 

Strategic Opportunity: 
Managers are given one of the greatest challenges in Company Life: How to understand, 
organize and motivate people to work together to achieve more, better, faster.  Research shows 
that the main reason people leave a company is because of their boss.   It’s also the main 
reason why they stay, learn, grow and make extra effort.  Given that, how do we accelerate new 
manager development at Harley-Davidson to help them be effective?”   Our response:  We 
designed and piloted a 12-week new manager learning experience that just concluded on May 
3, 2018.  We want to share our learnings and dialogue about next steps.  

What we will explore together:  
• What is the 12-week new manager development learning experience? 
• What were the learnings from the pilot? 
• How can we scale the experience going forward? 
• How will we engage remote participants? 
• How do we then help experienced managers grow? 

Lessons Learned: 
This session will provide a living case on accelerating new manager development.   Participants 
will engage in a dialogue on how to improve the new manager learning experience and measure 
impact going forward. 
  

http://www.i4cp.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=908
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Christopher Lind 

Global Digital 
Learning Leader 

 
Jon Zulawski 

Director, Learning & 
Development 

Doing Digital Right: 
Maximizing Cohort Learning 

2:30 pm  

 
  

 
Strategic Opportunity: 
The stickiness of learning is often compromised by the lack of reinforcement by managers 
following an engagement. However, this can be overcome by cohesively connecting learners 
together through an experience. This connection creates organic accountability and sustainable 
behavior change.  

What we will explore together:  
Technology has increased the capability for organizations to successfully design, deploy, and 
manage cohort learning experiences, but it doesn’t come without it’s challenges. This session 
will discuss four of the biggest risks to successful cohort learning and share strategies for 
mitigating them.  

Lessons Learned: 
This session will provide several examples of successful cohort learning and how those 
examples were brought to life. It will also provide a clear understanding of how to mitigate the 
risks often responsible for derailing cohort learning in corporate learning. 

  

http://www.i4cp.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=800
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jon-zulawski-sphr-29463b9/
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Tracey Wik 

Managing Director 
Talent & Organization 

Effectiveness 

 Accelerating New Manager Development: 
Live Case Study 

2:30 p.m. 
 
 

   
 

Strategic Opportunity: 
Do you know how to identify and nurture your next CEO?  

Chief Executive magazine in partnership with GrowthPlay (previously Chally Group,) a sales 
and leadership research and consulting firm headquartered in Chicago, canvassed world-class 
companies to identify those companies that excel in leadership development. This session 
explores what the strategy and tactics of the Best Companies for Leaders do to nurture people 
three or more levels down the chain from the CEO. 

Lessons Learned: 
• Leadership is both an art and a science 
• There are qualitative and quantitative benefits to those organizations who implement 

best practices 
• Just get started—it is not necessary to have a big budget or a big staff to embark on the 

leadership development journey 
• Where and why today’s techniques fail: Moving to “Future Focused Development” 
• Using an evidenced based-strategy and new approaches to overcome impediments and 

derailers. 

  

http://www.i4cp.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=499
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Alex Purcell 
Sr. Manager,  
Engagement 

 
Nick Allen 
Sr. Manager,  
Performance 
Management 

Climbing to Higher Performance through 
Improved Employee Trust and Engagement: 

2:30 p.m. 
 

  

 
 

Strategic Opportunity: 
United Airlines’ stated purpose is help unite the world by connecting people to the moments that 
matter most. United is delivering on its promise in a complex and dynamic business 
environment that demands the highest levels of safety and seeks operational excellence and 
customer satisfaction. It’s not easy and numerous factors, including weather, maintenance, air 
traffic congestion, etc., can impact airline operations and a customer’s experience from the 
moment of ticket purchase to arrival at the destination. But, because the airline business is a 
people business, employee discretion can make all the difference. So, United is exploring new 
linkages that aim to show how employee engagement drive improved business outcomes, 
operational reliability and customer satisfaction. How will United prove these connections? That 
is a question United is daring to ask. 

What we will explore together:  
United’s journey of building a culture through a pulse survey strategy that helps people connect 
to the moments that matter most. 
How engagement insights are driving United’s talent and development agenda, with stronger 
business leader ownership. 
  

http://www.i4cp.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexanderpurcell/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=905
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Kyle Swanson 

Global D&I  
Learning Lead 

 
Shahid Najmi 

Director, Learning 
& Development 

Art of storytelling & Curating L&D Content 
3:45 pm 

 
 

 
  

Strategic Opportunity: 

We live in an informational ecosystem that overwhelms us with content. The workforce is spread 
increasingly thin. Connecting them to meaningful content and motivating them to stay engaged 
with that content has never been more challenging. Using stories helps connect an audience to 
content in a compelling way that keeps them engaged. 

What we will explore together:  
To help guide this panel discussion, here are a few questions we will try to explore: 

• Exploring the landscape of content curation 

• Discuss what makes content relevant and relatable 

• Investigate an example of curated content for discussion 

• Explore ways to get started with curating stories 

 

  

http://www.i4cp.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=854
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=915
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The Growing Skills Gap: How Learning Professionals Can Respond 
(Interactive Roundtable Discussion)  3:45 p.m. 

 
Mike Pinkel 

Enterprise 
Account Executive 

 
Teri Hart 
Director,  

Learning Strategy 

 
Erica McLin 

Sr Manager, L&D @ 
Kohl’s Technology 

   

Strategic Opportunity: 
63% of employers are concerned about the growing 
skills gap in the US. The time necessary to find a 
qualified candidate for a job has increased from 42 to 63 
days, at an average cost of $25,641. 
 
How can companies respond to the skills gap? 

 
 

 
What we will explore together:  
• What key skill gaps there are in the talent landscape 
• How this impacts L&D professionals in terms of learning operations, strategy, and the 

skills that L&D professionals need to be effective 
• How this impacts talent acquisition and retention 
• What types of responses (such as micro-credentials, online learning) are most effective 

at addressing skill gaps 

http://www.i4cp.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=898
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=790
https://www.linkedin.com/in/erica-mclin-2043b315/
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Early Career Development & Career Transition Programs:  
(Interactive Roundtable Discussion) 3:45 p.m. 

 

Mark Walker 
VP,  

Member Services 

 
Kristin Derwinski 

Director,  
OD 

 
Michelle Eppler 

Associate Vice 
President 

 
Emily Foote 
Co-Founder 

 

 
Milena Inzeo 
Director of L&D 

Career Development 

    

Strategic Opportunity: 
CEOs and Boards of Directors are increasingly discussing Talent Risk as a part of their business 
strategy.  Their questions directly focus on the extent to which their organization’s talent capabilities are 
prepared to adjust and grow to the future needs of the business.  Recent research from i4cp highlights 
that most organizations (67%) have not taken action to address Talent Risk.  Lack of data on internal 
skills & capabilities and lack of integrated processes between strategic workforce planning and 
development are two of the biggest challenges. 

What we will explore together:  
This discussion of practical insights will dive into questions that look at Career Development from Talent 
Risk perspective like: 

• To what extent does your organizations use early career development to attract future talent? 
• What are the “Must Have” practices for early career development? 
• How are assessments and frameworks for critical capabilities used to identify development 

needs? 
• To what extent does your organization have a clear methodology for transition points within an 

employee’s career? 
• What practical methods are being used to develop line manager’s coaching skills? 
• What measures are demonstrating the impact of early career development? 

 

  

http://www.i4cp.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mark-walker-4723313/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=891
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michelle-eppler/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/emilycfoote/
https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/invite-sent/milenai/
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The Growing Skills Gap: How Learning Professionals Can Respond 
(Interactive Roundtable Discussion) 3:45 p.m. 

 
Frances Crowley 
Sr. Sales Enablement 

Manager 

 
Christopher Lind 

Global Digital Learning 
Leader  

 
Amy Dordek 
Co-Founder. 

  
 

Strategic Opportunity: 
Sales training when implemented well can have a major 
impact.  Sometimes however, it falls short of 
expectations. Companies find that sales teams say they 
don’t have enough time for training and maybe sales 
training hasn’t evolved with the changing needs of the 
business or the marketplace. Creating programs that are 
aligned to the goals of the organization, are buyer centric 
and take sales talent into consideration will deliver 
greater results. 
 

 

 

What we will explore together:  
In this session, we will share what we’ve learned through our surveying of members, 
learnings and trends as well as key aspects of talent development to consider. 
 
We will walk away with specific actions to consider to have sales training make more 
of an impact to in your organization. 

http://www.i4cp.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/frances-crowley-yuronich/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=800
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=421

